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ABSTRACT 

Sisterson, M. S., and Stenger, D. C. 2013. Roguing with replacement in 
perennial crops: Conditions for successful disease management. Phyto-
pathology 103:117-128. 

Replacement of diseased plants with healthy plants is commonly used 
to manage spread of plant pathogens in perennial cropping systems. This 
strategy has two potential benefits. First, removing infected plants may 
slow pathogen spread by eliminating inoculum sources. Second, replacing 
infected plants with uninfected plants may offset yield losses due to dis-
ease. The extent to which these benefits are realized depends on multiple 
factors. In this study, sensitivity analyses of two spatially explicit simula-
tion models were used to evaluate how assumptions concerning imple-
mentation of a plant replacement program and pathogen spread interact to 
affect disease suppression. In conjunction, effects of assumptions con-
cerning yield loss associated with disease and rates of plant maturity on 
yields were simultaneously evaluated. The first model was used to evalu-
ate effects of plant replacement on pathogen spread and yield on a single 
farm, consisting of a perennial crop monoculture. The second model 

evaluated effects of plant replacement on pathogen spread and yield in a 
100 farm crop growing region, with all farms maintaining a monoculture 
of the same perennial crop. Results indicated that efficient replacement of 
infected plants combined with a high degree of compliance among farms 
effectively slowed pathogen spread, resulting in replacement of few plants 
and high yields. In contrast, inefficient replacement of infected plants or 
limited compliance among farms failed to slow pathogen spread, resulting 
in replacement of large numbers of plants (on farms practicing replace-
ment) with little yield benefit. Replacement of infected plants always in-
creased yields relative to simulations without plant replacement provided 
that infected plants produced no useable yield. However, if infected plants 
produced useable yields, inefficient removal of infected plants resulted in 
lower yields relative to simulations without plant replacement for peren-
nial crops with long maturation periods in some cases. 

Additional keywords: Citrus tristeza virus, Cocoa swollen shoot virus, 
huanglongbing disease, Xylella fastidiosa. 

 
Removing infected plants (roguing) is often used to manage 

spread of plant pathogens (1,5,13,16,19,46,52,56). In the case of 
perennial crops, rogued plants are often replaced with healthy 
plants. Roguing followed by replanting has two potential benefits. 
First, removing an infected plant eliminates a source of inoculum, 
potentially slowing pathogen spread. Second, infected plants may 
die or have reduced yield. Thus, replacing a diseased plant with a 
healthy plant may offset yield losses. While the potential benefits 
are enticing, whether or not roguing reduces losses depends on 
multiple factors. In this study, factors affecting successful imple-
mentation of a rogue and replace disease control strategy in a 
perennial cropping system are outlined and subsequent effects on 
pathogen spread and crop yield evaluated using spatially explicit 
simulation models. 

A primary reason for removing infected plants is to eliminate 
inoculum sources. In this case, it is implicitly assumed that there 
is a risk of secondary pathogen spread. For vector-transmitted 
pathogens, risk of secondary pathogen spread depends on vector 
movement patterns, vector density within the crop, and role of the 
crop plant in the life cycle of the vector. For example, secondary 
spread of Cocoa swollen shoot virus (CSSV) may be common as 
cocoa is a primary host of mealybug vectors that may move be-
tween plants via an interlocking canopy (56). In contrast, some 

plant pathogens are spread by vectors that make trivial move-
ments into the crop and then leave. For example, in the Central 
Valley of California, the primary vector of Xylella fastidiosa 
(causal agent of Pierce’s disease of grape and almond leaf scorch 
disease) is the green sharpshooter, Draeculacephala minerva 
(12,48). This vector prefers grasses over grape and almond and is 
predominately found in permanent pastures and weedy alfalfa 
fields (12,39,48), habitats that harbor plant species that serve as 
hosts of X. fastidiosa (41,48). As a result, movement of green 
sharpshooters into almond or grape is transient and risk of secon-
dary pathogen spread appears to be low (12,29,47). 

Presuming secondary pathogen spread occurs, the extent to 
which roguing slows disease progress depends on how rapidly 
infected plants are removed. However, there are a number of 
logistical issues associated with efficient identification of infected 
plants in large-scale agricultural operations. For example, disease 
surveys may be hampered by a lack of appropriate and/or cost-
effective diagnostic tests or personnel trained to recognize symp-
toms. Further, infected plants may continue to produce a useable 
yield before decline, making growers hesitant to remove diseased 
plants quickly. For example, farmers in Ghana are reluctant to 
remove CSSV-infected cocoa trees that are bearing pods and 
appear healthy (56). Consequently, there is often a considerable 
lag between infection and removal. 

Decisions to rogue and replant may be made by growers inde-
pendently or growers may act in concert over a large area. The 
degree of coordination among growers is likely to affect the 
extent to which pathogen spread is slowed. For example, manage-
ment of huanglongbing (HLB) disease in Brazil was more success-
ful on large farms than on small farms (6). Similarly, Dzahini-
Obiatey et al. (17) hypothesized that roguing failed to slow spread 
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of CSSV in Ghana due to a lack of coordinated effort among 
farmers, as cocoa farms are highly fragmented. 

Replacing diseased plants with healthy plants may offset yield 
losses. In cases where plants die or produce no useable yield, the 
decision to replace diseased plants of a long-lived perennial crop 
is simple, as such plants have no value. However, some plant 
pathogens do not kill the host and have limited effects on yield 
(14,46,47). For example, yields of almond trees infected with X. 
fastidiosa are reduced by only 20 to 40% relative to uninfected 
almond trees (46,47). For some perennial crops, it may take years 
for a replacement plant to become fully productive (18,32,33). As 
a result, a mature infected plant may be more productive over the 
remaining lifetime of the crop than an uninfected immature 
replant (46). Thus, yield benefits associated with replanting are 
likely to be related to time required for plants to achieve full 
production and extent of yield loss due to disease. 

Roguing as a disease control strategy has received some theo-
retical attention. Previous models largely used differential equa-
tions to describe disease dynamics (10,21,58). Here, a spatially 
explicit simulation model that captured key processes associated 
with primary and secondary pathogen spread was developed. 
Model assumptions were purposefully simple so that results 
would provide broad recommendations applicable to a wide array 
of systems. Farms were modeled as a grid of plants on an x/y co-
ordinate system. Primary and secondary pathogen spread fol-
lowed transition rules and plant yields were assigned based on 
plant age and infection status. Simulations were run at two scales. 
First, effects of roguing and replanting were evaluated on a single 
farm assuming that inoculum sources for primary pathogen 
spread were located outside of the simulated farm but not other-
wise explicitly designated. Subsequently, the model was ex-
panded to consider a crop growing region of 100 farms arranged 
in a square grid (10 farms × 10 farms) where rates of primary 
pathogen spread onto each farm were a function of disease inci-
dence on neighboring farms. In this case, inoculum sources for 
primary pathogen spread were explicitly designated and replace-
ment of infected plants on individual farms affected pathogen 
spread to neighboring farms. 

The simulation approach taken here was similar to that used to 
develop guidelines for managing the evolution of resistance to 
insecticides by insects (9,23,28,36,44,45,54,55) and discussed 
further by Peck (35). This approach entails simulating the man-
agement strategy under a wide range of conditions to identify the 
region of parameter space associated with effective disease con-
trol. Ultimately, simulation results cannot conclusively demon-
strate the effectiveness of a management strategy without field 
testing. However, for plant pathogens that spread rapidly or are 
invasive, researchers often do not have the opportunity to conduct 
large-scale, long-term field studies that incorporate appropriate 
controls (i.e., treatments that are expected to have high levels of 
pathogen spread) prior to making management recommendations. 
Accordingly, the simulation results presented here should be 
viewed as a tool to aid discussion of potential disease manage-
ment strategies and for prioritizing strategies for field testing. 

THEORY AND APPROACHES 

Single farm model. The model was written in C++ using 
Microsoft Visual C++ (code available on request). The model was 
spatially explicit, with a farm defined as a square grid of plants 
with 75 rows and 75 plants per row (75 × 75 = 5,625 plants; Table 
1). For each plant, the model tracked location on an x/y coordinate 
system, age, infection status, and yield based on age and infection 
status. The model assumed a perennial crop that was newly 
planted at the start of a simulation and followed the crop over 25 
years with a time step equal to 1 year. Maturation periods of 
perennial crops vary. For example, short maturation times (1 to  
2 years) are representative of crops such as banana which produce 

yield quickly, moderate maturation periods (4 to 6 years) are 
representative of crops such as grapes (34,59), and long matura-
tion periods are representative of some citrus, almond, and cocoa 
varieties (>10 years; 18,32,33). Accordingly, a parameter for crop 
maturation period (M) was incorporated into the model. At time 
of planting, plants produced no yield and yield increased linearly 
from a minimum value of 0 to a maximum value of 1 when the 
crop reached maturity. Once a plant matured, the yield parameter 
based on maturity was held constant at 1 for the remainder of the 
simulation. For simulations of the single farm model, results 
using a short (M = 1 year) and long (M = 12 years) plant matura-
tion period were presented to illustrate effects of plant maturation 
period on simulation results. 

Each year, each plant had a fixed probability of becoming in-
fected due to primary pathogen spread (P; Table 1). To model 
this, a random number between 0 and 1 was obtained for each 
plant. If the random number was less than the probability that a 
plant was infected due to primary pathogen spread, the plant was 
infected; otherwise it remained uninfected. Infected plants could 
act as sources of inoculum for secondary pathogen spread (S), 
beginning the next year after becoming infected. Accordingly, the 
latent period (time between infection by a pathogen and onset of 
infectivity; 25) was fixed at 1 year for all simulations. As with 
primary pathogen spread, secondary pathogen spread occurred 
with a fixed probability (Table 1). As plants were arranged in a 
square grid, infected plants typically had eight neighbors (except 
for plants on farm edges). For each plant that bordered an infected 
plant, a random number between 0 and 1 was obtained. If this 
number was less than the probability of secondary pathogen spread, 
the plant was infected. For healthy plants that bordered more than 
one infected plant, risk of infection due to secondary spread was 
multiplicative. For example, if a healthy plant bordered two in-
fected plants, there were two opportunities for the healthy plant to 
become infected, each with probability S. 

When considering values to use for rates of primary and secon-
dary pathogen spread in simulations it is important to recognize 
that rates of primary and secondary pathogen spread within any 
given pathosystem are inherently variable and context dependent. 
For example, for vector-transmitted pathogens rates of primary 
spread onto a farm are a function of proximity to vector and inocula 
sources which vary over space and time. Similarly, rates of secon-
dary pathogen spread are a function of a variety of factors in-
cluding vector density, which varies based on the extent to which 
management tactics are applied to suppress vector populations. 
Accordingly, simulations of the single farm model used a wide 
range of values for primary (P = 0.01 to 0.10) and secondary 
pathogen spread (S = 0.01 to 0.20). 

Annual yield of each plant was calculated based on plant age 
and infection status. Once a plant was infected, yield was pro-
portionately reduced relative to an uninfected plant of the same 
age. Thus, yield loss due to infection (Y) was described by a 
parameter that had a value between 0 (infected plant produced no 
yield) and 1 (plants were tolerant with yield unaffected by infec-
tion) that described relative yield of an infected plant compared 
with an uninfected plant. For simplicity, yields of infected plants 
were assumed to decline immediately after infection. Accord-
ingly, the model assumed no incubation period (time between 
infection by a pathogen and onset of symptom expression; 25). 
For simulations, two values for yield loss associated with infec-
tion were used: Y = 0.00 and 0.75. With Y = 0.0, infected plants 
produced no useable yield and were assumed to act as potential 
inoculum sources until removed. With Y = 0.75, infected plants 
were assumed to produce some useable yield similar to what was 
observed for almond trees infected with X. fastidiosa (46,47). 

After yields were calculated, the last step of each year was to 
determine which infected plants were replaced with healthy plants. 
For each set of simulations, the probability of identifying and re-
placing an infected plant had a fixed probability (R). Thus, for each 
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infected plant a random number between 0 and 1 was obtained; if 
the random number was less than the probability that an infected 
plant was replaced, the plant was replaced. Four values for plant 
replacement rate were used in simulations: R = 0.00, R = 0.25, R = 
0.50, and R = 1.0 (Table 1). As plant replacement was modeled as 
a binomial probability, rates of plant replacement can be expressed 
as the average length of time (after infection) an infected plant re-
mained on the farm before it was removed. Thus, with R = 0.00, 
infected plants were never removed, with R = 0.25, infected plants 
remained on the farm for an average of 4 years, with R = 0.50, 
infected plants remained on the farm for an average of 2 years, 
and with R = 1.00, infected plants were removed the year the plant 
was infected. If a diseased plant was replaced, it was assumed to 
be replaced by a healthy plant of age zero that produced no yield 
at the time of planting. As with plants present at the start of a 
simulation, yields of replants increased linearly, until maturity. 

Multi-farm model. Effects of grower cooperation/compliance 
for a disease management strategy involving roguing and replace-
ment were evaluated by extending the single farm model to 
consider a square grid of 100 farms (10 × 10; Table 1). Rules 
governing plant growth and secondary pathogen spread for each 
farm in the multi-farm model were identical to those for the single 
farm model. The main difference between the single farm and 
multi-farm model was on how primary pathogen spread was 
modeled. In the single farm model, probability of a plant becom-
ing infected via primary pathogen spread was a fixed value 
designated at the start of a simulation. In the multi-farm model, 
probability of primary infection within each farm was a function 
of disease incidence on neighboring farms (as farms were ar-
ranged in a square grid, farms typically had eight neighbors; 
except for farms on the edge of the grid). Thus, in the multi-farm 
model, probability of primary pathogen spread varied among 
farms and over time. In each year, the probability that a plant on a 
farm located at coordinates x,y was infected due to primary 
pathogen spread was determined by 

where Px,y was the probability that a plant on a farm located at 
coordinates x,y was infected via primary pathogen spread; Ix,y was 
the number of infected plants on a farm located at coordinates x, 
y; Tx,y was the total number of plants on a farm located at coordi-
nates x, y, and w was a weighting factor that was varied in 
sensitivity analyses. For presentation, two values of the primary 
spread weighting factor (w) were used (w = 0.15 and 0.45) in 
combination with two values for rate of secondary pathogen 
spread (S = 0.01 and 0.10). Accordingly, this allowed for compari-
son of model results with relatively slow primary and secondary 
pathogen spread (w = 0.15, S = 0.01) to model results with rela-
tively rapid primary and secondary pathogen spread (w = 0.45,  
S = 0.10). 

At the start of each simulation, all farms were assumed to be 
newly planted and a fixed proportion of farms were designated to 
engage in roguing/replacement and referred to as “managed 
farms.” Farms that were not designated as managed farms, did not 
remove or replace infected plants and were referred to as “unman-
aged farms.” The proportion of farms engaged in roguing/re-
placement was varied from 0 to 1 in sensitivity analyses (Table 1). 
For all simulations of the multi-farm model, initial disease 
incidence was 0.1% with infected plants randomly distributed 
among all 100 farms. 

Simulation output. Output for the single farm model consisted 
of the percentage of extant plants infected in year 25 and the 
percentage of plants removed from the farm over all 25 years. As 
the percentage of plants removed was a cumulative total over all 
25 years of production, values greater than 100% suggested that 
all plants on the farm were replaced and/or that some replants 
were repeatedly replaced. For the multi-farm model, output was 
the same as that for the single farm model except that the per-
centage of plants infected was tracked separately for managed and 
unmanaged farms. 

To examine effects of assumptions concerning time to plant ma-
turity (M) and yield loss due to infection (Y), lifetime farm yields 

TABLE 1. Parameters and values used in simulations of the single farm and multi-farm models 

Model                                  Parameter (symbol) Values presented 

Single farm Number of farms 1 
 Number of plants per farm 5,625 (75 × 75) 
 Probability of primary spread per plant per year (P) 0.0 to 0.1 
 Probability of secondary spread per infected neighbor per year (S) 0.0 to 0.2 
 Latent period (time between infection and onset of infectivity) 1 year 
 Infectious period Until removed 
 Year maximum yield produced (M) 1, 12 
 Yield of infected plants relative to uninfected plants (Y)  0.0, 0.75 
 Incubation period (time between infection and yield decrease) Immediate 
 Probability of replacing an infected plant per year (R) 0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0 
   
Multi-farm Number of farms 100 (10 × 10) 
 Number of plants per farm 5,625 (75 × 75) 
 Number of plants in region 562, 500 
 Initial percentage of plants infected 0.1 
 Probability of primary spread per plant per year (Px,y) Equation 1 
 Primary spread weighting factor (w) 0.15, 0.45 
 Probability of secondary spread per infected neighbor per year (S) 0.01, 0.1 
 Latent period (time between infection and onset of infectivity) 1 year 
 Infectious period Until removed 
 Year maximum yield produced (M) 1–16 
 Yield of infected plants relative to uninfected plants (Y) 0.0, 0.75 
 Incubation period (time between infection and yield decrease) Immediate 
 Probability of replacing an infected plant per year (R) 0.0 to 1.0 
 Percentage of managed farmsa  20, 80 

a For each simulation a percentage of farms were designated as managed or unmanaged. Managed farms replaced infected plants and unmanaged farms did not
replace infected plants. 

, , , , , , , , ,, , , , , , , ,  
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were output. As the model determined yield of each plant in each 
year based on plant age and infection status, lifetime farm yields 
were determined by summing yields of all plants on the farm over 
all years of the 25 year crop cycle. Lifetime farm yields decreased 
as plant maturation time (M) increased. To standardize yield results, 
yields in absence of disease over the 25 year crop cycle were 
determined for each plant maturation time evaluated. Yield from 
each simulation was expressed as a percentage of the maximum 
possible yield (relative yield) observed in the absence of disease 
based on plant maturation time. For the multi-farm model, relative 
yields were tracked separately on managed and unmanaged farms. 

Three sets of simulations were completed, each set building off 
the previous. The first set of simulations examined effects of plant 
replacement on disease incidence and yield in the single farm 
model with primary pathogen spread only. The second set ex-
amined effects of plant replacement on disease incidence and 
yield in the single farm model with both primary and secondary 

pathogen spread. The final set of simulations examined effects of 
plant replacement and percentage of farms replacing infected 
plants on disease incidence and yield in the multi-farm model. As 
the models were stochastic, 16 replicates for each parameter com-
bination were completed and means were presented. Due to space 
limitations, only a subset of all simulations conducted could be 
presented. As a result, effects presented for some parameters on 
simulation outcome were limited to a single representative value 
or the comparative effects of a high and low value (Table 1). None-
theless, results from a total of 8,192 simulations representing 512 
unique parameter combinations are presented. 

RESULTS 

Single farm, primary pathogen spread only. Disease inci-
dence after 25 years decreased as plant replacement rate increased 
(Fig. 1A). As there was no secondary pathogen spread, replacing 

 

Fig. 1. Effects of plant replacement on disease incidence and yield in the single farm model with primary pathogen spread only. A, Percentage of plants infected in 
the 25th year of production. B, Percentage of plants removed over all 25 years of production. Values >100% indicate that all plants on the farm were replaced or 
that some replants were repeatedly replaced. C to F, Relative yield with infected plants producing no useable yield (Y = 0.00; C and D) or 75% the yield of 
uninfected plants (Y = 0.75; E and F) and plants maturing in one (M = 1; C and E) or 12 years (M = 12; D and F). Four values for the probability of replacing an 
infected plant are shown (R). 
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infected plants did not alter the rate of infection from year to year. 
Accordingly, the percentage of plants replaced over the life of the 
crop was similar for all plant replacement rates (R > 0; Fig. 1B). 
With a high rate of plant replacement (R = 1.0), the percentage of 
plants infected equaled the rate of primary pathogen spread (Fig. 
1A). Disease incidence increased as plant replacement rate de-
creased because infected plants remained on farms for longer 
periods before they were removed (Fig. 1A). 

With primary pathogen spread only, increasing plant replace-
ment rate increased yields provided that infected plants produced 
no useable yield (Y = 0.00; Fig. 1C and D) or had short matura-
tion periods (M = 1; Fig. 1E). However, with infected plants pro-
ducing 75% of the yield of uninfected plants (Y = 0.75) and long 
plant maturation periods (M = 12), replacing infected plants (R ≥ 
0.25) reduced yields relative to simulations without plant replace-
ment (R = 0.00; Fig. 1F). 

Single farm, primary and secondary pathogen spread. Dis-
ease incidence at the end of the 25 year crop cycle decreased as 
plant replacement rate increased (Fig. 2A). With a high plant 

replacement rate (R = 1.0), infected plants were removed the same 
year as becoming infected, thereby preventing secondary spread 
of the pathogen. Accordingly, with a high plant replacement rate 
(R = 1.0), disease incidence equaled the rate of primary pathogen 
spread (0.01); regardless of the rate of secondary pathogen spread 
used for a simulation (Fig. 2A). With a high plant replacement 
rate (R = 1.0), disease incidence not only remained low (Fig. 2A), 
but the percentage of plants replaced also was low as secondary 
pathogen spread was effectively halted (Fig. 2B). With moderate 
(R = 0.50) and low (R = 0.25) rates of plant replacement, infected 
plants remained in the field for an average of 2 or 4 years, re-
spectively. As a result, with moderate (R = 0.50) and low (R = 
0.25) rates of plant replacement, plants infected via primary patho-
gen spread were not removed before acting as inoculum sources 
for secondary pathogen spread. Accordingly, with moderate (R = 
0.50) and low (R = 0.25) rates of plant replacement, disease inci-
dence increased with the rate of secondary pathogen spread (Fig. 
2A). Failure to slow secondary pathogen spread with moderate  
(R = 0.50) and low (R = 0.25) rates of plant replacement resulted 

 

Fig. 2. Effects of plant replacement on disease incidence and yield in the single farm model with primary and secondary pathogen spread. A, The percentage of 
plants infected in the 25th year of production. B, The percentage of plants removed over all 25 years of production. Values >100% indicate that all plants on the
farm were replaced or that some replants were repeatedly replaced. C to F, Relative yield with infected plants producing no useable yield (Y = 0.00; C and D) or 
75% the yield of uninfected plants (Y = 0.75; E and F) and plants maturing in one (M = 1; C and E) or 12 years (M = 12; D and F). For all simulations primary 
spread (P) was assigned a value of 0.01. Four values for the probability of replacing an infected plant are shown (R). 
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in a high percentage of plants replaced during the 25 year crop 
cycle (Fig. 2B). 

With both primary and secondary pathogen spread, effects of 
plant replacement on yield (Fig. 2C to F) reflected effects of plant 
replacement on disease incidence (Fig. 2A) and percentage of 
plants replaced (Fig. 2B). Under such conditions, high yields 
were associated with parameter combinations that resulted in low 
disease incidence and replacement of few plants. With infected 
plants producing no useable yield (Y = 0.00; Fig. 2C and D) or 
short plant maturation times (M = 1; Fig. 2C and E), yields with 
plant replacement (R ≥ 0.25) were always greater than yields 
without plant replacement (R = 0.00; Fig. 2C to E). However, 
with infected plants producing 75% of the yield of uninfected 
plants (Y = 0.75) and long plant maturation times (M = 12), yields 
with plant replacement (R ≥ 0.25) were not always greater than 
yields without plant replacement (R = 0.00; Fig. 2F). Specifically, 
with infected plants producing 75% of the yield of uninfected 
plants (Y = 0.75) and a high plant replacement rate (R = 1.0), yields 
approached the maximum possible value (Fig. 2F) as secondary 
pathogen spread was effectively halted (Fig. 2A) and few plants 
were replaced (Fig. 2B). In contrast, with moderate (R = 0.50) or 
low (R = 0.25) plant replacement rates, secondary pathogen spread 
was not halted and the percentage of plants replaced was often 
high (Fig. 2B). As a result, with infected plants producing 75% of 
the yield of uninfected plants (Y = 0.75) and a long plant matura-
tion time (M = 12), lifetime farm yields were lower with moderate 
(R = 0.50) and low (R = 0.25) rates of plant replacement com-
pared with simulations without plant replacement (R = 0.00) for 
some levels of secondary pathogen spread (Fig. 2F). 

Multi-farm, effects of plant replacement on disease inci-
dence. In the multi-farm model, rate of primary pathogen spread 
onto any single farm was a function of disease incidence on 
neighboring farms. Accordingly, in the multi-farm model, replac-
ing infected plants had two effects. First, replacing infected plants 
reduced secondary pathogen spread on managed farms as seen in 
the single farm model (Fig. 2A), provided that the probability of 
replacing an infected plant was sufficiently high. Second, replac-
ing infected plants decreased rates of primary pathogen spread to 
neighboring farms potentially benefiting both managed and 
unmanaged farms, although the extent of this effect depended on 
the rate of plant replacement and the percentage of farms re-
placing infected plants (compare Fig. 3A, C, and E to Fig. 3B, D, 
and F). 

With 20% of farms replacing infected plants, most farms were 
unmanaged and had high disease incidence (Fig. 3C), contribut-
ing to high rates of primary pathogen spread among farms. Thus, 
with a minority of farms replacing infected plants, replacing in-
fected plants reduced rates of secondary pathogen spread on man-
aged farms, but had little effect on rates of primary pathogen 
spread among farms. As a result, with 20% of farms replacing 
infected plants, plant replacement was more effective at reducing 
disease incidence on managed farms with a low value for primary 
pathogen spread weighting factor (w = 0.15) than with a high 
value for primary pathogen spread weighting factor (w = 0.45; 
Fig. 3A). With only 20% of farms replacing infected plants, rates 
of primary pathogen spread were high such that on managed 
farms replants were often quickly infected, resulting in replacement 
of large numbers of plants (Fig. 3E). 

With 80% of farms replacing infected plants and high rates of 
plant replacement, secondary pathogen spread on managed farms 
was reduced and primary pathogen spread among all farms was 
regionally suppressed. As a result, with 80% of farms replacing 
infected plants, disease incidence on managed farms decreased to 
low levels as plant replacement rate increased (Fig. 3B). Regional 
suppression of primary pathogen spread among farms also re-
sulted in lower disease incidence on unmanaged farms, provided 
that rates of secondary pathogen spread were low (S = 0.01; Fig. 
3D). With a majority of farms replacing infected plants and high 

rates of plant replacement, pathogen spread was not only effec-
tively suppressed (Fig. 3B), but this degree of suppression was 
accomplished with replacement of a relatively small number of 
plants (Fig. 3F). A high plant replacement rate was critical to 
observing the aforementioned effect as inefficient removal of 
infected plants, even with a majority of farms engaged in man-
agement, resulted in replacement of large numbers of plants (Fig. 
3F), with little reduction in disease incidence (Fig. 3B) particu-
larly with high rates of secondary pathogen spread (S = 0.10). 

Multi-farm, effects of plant replacement on yield. Effects of 
plant replacement and percentage of farms replacing infected 
plants on managed farm yields (Fig. 4) were directly related to 
effects of plant replacement on disease incidence (Fig. 3A and B) 
and the percentage of plants replaced (Fig. 3E and F). In general, 
yields on managed farms were higher with parameter combina-
tions that resulted in low disease incidence and replacement of 
few plants (compare Fig. 3A, B, E, and F to Fig. 4). 

With infected plants producing no useable yield (Y = 0.00), 
replacing infected plants (R > 0.00) always increased yield on 
managed farms relative to simulations without plant replacement 
(R = 0.00), although yield benefits increased as the plant replace-
ment rate increased and as the percentage of farms replacing 
infected plants increased (Fig. 4A and B). With infected plants 
producing 75% of the yield of uninfected plants (Y = 0.75), re-
placing infected plants (R > 0.00) did not always increase yields 
on managed farms relative to simulations without plant replace-
ment (R = 0.00; Figs. 4C and D and 5). With infected plants pro-
ducing 75% of the yield of uninfected plants (Y = 0.75) and 20% 
of farms replacing infected plants, replacing infected plants often 
resulted in decreased yields on managed farms relative to simu-
lations without plant replacement (Fig. 4C), with yield reductions 
increasing as plant maturation period increased (Fig. 5). This 
occurred due to the large number of plants replaced on managed 
farms when only 20% of farms replaced infected plants (Fig. 3E). 
In contrast, with infected plants producing 75% of the yield of 
uninfected plants (Y = 0.75) and 80% of farms replacing infected 
plants, plant replacement generally increased yields provided that 
the probability of replacing an infected plant was high (Figs. 4D 
and 5). This occurred because with a high percentage of managed 
farms and high rates of plant replacement, primary pathogen spread 
was suppressed at the regional scale and secondary pathogen spread 
was suppressed on managed farms, resulting in replacement of 
few plants (Fig. 3F). 

Effects of plant replacement on unmanaged farm yields re-
flected effects of plant replacement on disease incidence on un-
managed farms. In such cases, higher yields were associated with 
parameter combinations that resulted in lower disease incidence 
(compare Fig. 3C and D to Fig. 6). With 20% of farms replacing 
infected plants, plant replacement had little effect on disease 
incidence (Fig. 3C) or yield on unmanaged farms (Fig. 6A and 
C), regardless of the effects of infection on yield. In contrast, with 
80% of farms replacing infected plants and high rates of plant 
replacement, primary pathogen spread was regionally suppressed 
(Fig. 3B and D). Accordingly, with 80% of farms replacing in-
fected plants and high rates of plant replacement, plant replace-
ment on managed farms also increased yields on unmanaged 
farms, particularly if secondary pathogen spread was low (S = 
0.01; Fig. 6B and D). 

DISCUSSION 

Model results and field observations. Results of this simu-
lation study provide insight into conditions associated with success-
ful disease suppression and yield optimization due to roguing and 
replacement of infected plants. Specifically, efficient replacement 
of infected plants (Figs. 2 and 3) combined with a high degree of 
compliance among farms (Fig. 3B) effectively slowed pathogen 
spread, which in turn resulted in replacement of fewer plants 
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(Figs. 2B and 3F) and increased yields (Fig. 2C to F and Fig. 4B 
and D). In contrast, inefficient replacement of infected plants 
(Figs. 2 and 3) and/or limited compliance among farms (Fig. 3A) 
failed to slow pathogen spread, which in turn resulted in replacing 
large numbers of plants on managed farms (Figs. 2B and 3E) with 
little yield benefit (Figs. 2C to F and 4A and C). Furthermore, 
with inefficient plant replacement and infected plants producing 
75% of the yield of uninfected plants, plant replacement often 
resulted in lower yields than when infected plants were never 
replaced (Figs. 4C and D and 5), a situation where growers ac-
tively engaged in disease control faired more poorly than their 
neighbors making no effort to control disease (compare Fig. 4C 
and D to Fig. 6C and D). 

To contextualize simulation results, perennial cropping systems 
that used roguing as a management strategy are discussed below. 
These comparisons serve to illustrate that parameters identified as 
critical to success of roguing with replacement in simulations 
appear to be important in real world systems and that application 

of the overarching conclusions from the model are relevant. Esti-
mates of biological parameter values for each of the systems 
discussed are available online as Supplementary Table S1. As the 
models made many generalized assumptions, some discussion of 
perspective is warranted. The strength of using generalized as-
sumptions lies in the ability to make broad conclusions and look 
for commonalities across systems. The weakness of this approach 
is that it easy to identify model assumptions that are an over-
simplification or to question the appropriateness of a particular 
parameter value relative to a specific system. Recognizing the 
trade-off between broad applicability and specificity is important. 
Accordingly, interpretation of model results should focus on fac-
tors that are likely to affect the success of roguing across a wide 
range of conditions, rather than subtle differences in assumptions or 
parameter values that are unlikely to affect the overall conclusions 
regarding the success or failure of roguing. 

In California, key vectors of X. fastidiosa vary by region, as do 
characteristics of X. fastidiosa spread (24,29,49). In the Central  

 

Fig. 3. Disease incidence on managed (A and B) and unmanaged (C and D) farms in the 25th year of production as a function of primary spread weighting factor
(w), rate of secondary spread (S), and rate of plant replacement (R) with 20% of farms replacing infected plants (A and C) or 80% of farms replacing infected 
plants (B and D). Percentage of plant replaced over all 25 years of production per managed farm with 20% of farms replacing infected plants (E) or 80% of farms 
replacing infected plant (F). Values of the percentage of plants replaced per managed farm that exceed 100% indicate that all plants on managed farms were 
replaced or that some replants were repeatedly replaced. With R = 0.00, no farms replaced infected plants. 
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Fig. 4. Effects of plant replacement on managed farm yields with infected plants producing no useable yield (Y = 0.00; A and B) or infected plants producing 75% 
of the yield of an uninfected plant (Y = 0.75; C and D) and with 20% of farms replacing infected plants (A and C) or 80% of farms replacing infected plants (B 
and D). In all panels, primary spread weighting factor (w), rate of secondary spread (S), and plant replacement rate (R) were varied. For all simulations plant
maturation time (M) was 12. Circled values indicate simulations where relative yields with plant replacement (R > 0.00) were less than relative yields without 
plant replacement (R = 0.00). With R = 0.00, no farms replaced infected plants. 

 

Fig. 5. Effects of plant maturation period on managed farm yields with infected plants producing 75% of the yield of uninfected plants (Y = 0.75). Relative yields 
on managed farms with low primary (w = 0.15) and secondary (S = 0.01) spread (A), high primary (w = 0.45) and low secondary (S = 0.01) spread (B), low 
primary (w = 0.15) and high secondary (S = 0.10) spread (C), and high primary (w = 0.45) and secondary (S = 0.10) spread (D). For all panels, results without 
plant replacement (R = 0.0 on all farms) and with moderate plant replacement (R = 0.5) on 20 and 80% of farms are shown. Circled values indicate simulations
where relative yields with moderate plant replacement (R = 0.50) were less than relative yields without plant replacement (R = 0.00). 
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Valley of California, X. fastidiosa infection of grapevines and 
almonds is largely due to movement of green sharpshooters from 
irrigated pastures or weedy alfalfa fields (12,39,48), habitats that 
harbor plant species that are hosts of X. fastidiosa (41,48), into 
vineyards or almond orchards (8,12,29). While green sharp-
shooters are routinely caught on traps placed on vineyard and 
orchard borders, populations are generally not found within vine-
yards or orchards (8,12) as grapevines and almond trees are 
considered occasional hosts (39). Similar to simulations assuming 
primary pathogen spread only (Fig. 1A), roguing of Pierce’s dis-
ease affected vines in the Central Valley of California had no 
effect on spread of X. fastidiosa within vineyards (29). Although 
both crops are long-lived and require multiple years to reach 
maturity, effects of X. fastidiosa infection on almond trees and 
grapevines differ. Pierce’s disease may be lethal (24) whereas 
almond leaf scorch-affected trees continue to produce a useable 
yield for years after infection (46,47). As a result, in areas where 
the green sharpshooter is the primary vector for both crops, recom-
mendations for plant replacement differ. As seen in simulations, 
there is economic incentive to remove infected (dead) grapevines 
from vineyards even in the absence of secondary pathogen spread, 
as replacement vines will contribute to future yields (Fig. 1D). In 
contrast, decisions regarding removal of X. fastidiosa infected 
almond trees depend largely on whether the orchard will remain 
in place for a sufficient period of time for replacement trees to 
mature to a point where they will out-produce infected trees (Fig. 
1F; 46,47). 

Beginning in the 1930s, citrus in California was affected by 
quick decline disease caused by Citrus tristeza virus (CTV) infec-
tion of sweet orange scions grafted onto sour orange rootstock 
(5). In response, growers adopted use of a CTV-tolerant rootstock 
and, in cooperation with the state of California, instituted an 
eradication policy in which CTV-infected trees were identified 
and removed. However, most resident CTV strains in California 
cause mild or no disease symptoms on citrus grafted on tolerant 

rootstocks (5,37) making growers reluctant to remove CTV-in-
fected trees. As a consequence, participation in eradication efforts 
by five contiguous pest control districts in Central California was 
not uniform. Specifically, two of five pest control districts, repre-
senting 45% of the citrus acreage in Central California, opted to 
not participate in eradication efforts (60). The three participating 
districts engaged in roguing/replacement from 1995 until 2007 
and 2008 when the program was abandoned as disease incidence 
within eradication zones had risen to levels where eradication was 
considered impractical (5). Simulations suggest two factors may 
have contributed to failure of roguing/replacement to suppress 
CTV incidence within eradication zones. First, eradication zones 
bordered citrus growing areas not engaged in eradication, creating 
a situation analogous to simulations with a minority of growers 
complying with a roguing/replacement program (Fig. 3A, C, and 
E). Further, early diagnosis of CTV infection was inefficient. 
Studies indicated that CTV infection may be undetectable via 
ELISA (the primary detection method during the eradication 
program) for up to 2 years postinfection, during which vectors 
may be able to acquire and transmit the virus (26). Accordingly, 
plant replacement rates were at best moderate (R ≤ 0.50). In re-
sponse, a new management strategy has been advocated (5): 
targeted removal of trees infected with virulent (but uncommon) 
CTV strains causing significant disease regardless of rootstock. 
The model indicates that success of the targeted approach to 
eliminate virulent strains will depend largely on a sufficiently 
high level of grower compliance and prompt identification/re-
moval of trees infected with virulent strains. 

HLB disease is a worldwide threat to citrus production. The 
disease was reported to occur in Brazil in 2004 and Florida in 
2005 (25). In both locations, the presumptive causal agent(s) 
(‘Candidatus Liberibacter asiaticus’ and ‘Ca. L. americanus’ in 
Brazil; ‘Ca. L. asiaticus’ only in Florida) has spread to most citrus 
production areas (6,51). Infected groves appear to be important 
sources of inoculum for primary pathogen spread into neigh-

 

Fig. 6. Effects of plant replacement on unmanaged farm yields with infected plants producing no useable yield (A and B) or infected plants producing 75% the
yield of an uninfected plant (C and D) and with 20% of farms replacing infected plants (A and C) or 80% of farms replacing infected plants (B and D). In all 
panels, primary spread weighting factor (w), rate of secondary spread (S), and probability of replacing an infected plant (R) was varied. For all simulations plant
maturation time (M) was 12. With R = 0.00, no farms replaced infected plants. 
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boring groves and within groves there is evidence of secondary 
pathogen spread (25). Farm level experiments in Brazil found that 
successful management of HLB via roguing/replacement and 
vector control was positively associated with grove size and 
distance from unmanaged groves (6). Increasing grove size and 
distance from unmanaged groves is analogous to increasing the 
percentage of managed farms in the multi-farm model (Fig. 3). 
Despite evidence supporting regional management of HLB in 
Brazil, only 35% of citrus acreage is actively engaged in manage-
ment (6). In Florida, management of HLB also may be impacted 
by a lack of large-scale coordination/compliance. Two factors 
contribute to a lack of large-scale coordination/compliance in 
Florida. First, as of 2009 there were 57,650 abandoned hectares of 
citrus in Florida which have been documented to serve as a source 
of vectors and Ca. L. asiaticus (7,57). Second, some growers are 
attempting to keep HLB-affected groves productive via fertilizer 
treatments (50,51), although recent evidence suggests that ferti-
lizer treatments may be ineffective (27). From a regional and 
long-term perspective, maintaining highly affected groves via 
fertilizer treatments is likely to reduce efficacy of management on 
neighboring farms, although the extent of this effect depends on 
the percentage of unmanaged farms and the degree to which 
primary pathogen spread among farms can be suppressed by 
reducing vector populations (Fig. 3). 

Roguing followed by replacement has been used to manage 
spread of CSSV among cocoa plantings in Ghana. Specifically, 
CSSV was first reported in Ghana in 1936 and an eradication 
campaign was begun by 1946 (56). The eradication program is 
ongoing, although there have been periods of disruption and 
protocols occasionally have been modified (17,56). Primary 
spread of CSSV is recognized to originate from older infected 
plantings and secondary pathogen spread occurs due to movement 
of mealybug vectors among plants within plantings (17). During 
eradication attempts, entire plantings were replaced often with 
improved germplasm. However, infected trees were often re-
placed slowly (e.g., R was low) as cocoa maintains some degree 
of productivity after infection (56). Further, replaced plantings 
often bordered plantings that contained diseased trees that were 
not replaced (16). For example, 12,447 CSSV outbreaks were 
identified in the eastern region of Ghana between 2006 and 2010. 
During this period, only 890 (7%) outbreaks were replanted 
leaving an estimated 11,957,300 CSSV-infected trees in the field 
(15). Despite removal of millions of CSSV infected trees in 
Ghana, success has been limited (17,56). This observation is re-
flected in simulations which indicate that huge numbers of trees 
can be replaced (Fig. 3E and F) with little impact on disease 
incidence (Fig. 3A and B) when a minority of growers replace 
trees or when plant replacement is inefficient. More recent eradi-
cation protocols used in the Western Region of Ghana advocate 
distancing new plantings from potential sources of infection via 
barriers of CSSV immune crops (16). 

Consideration of model assumptions. The models used here 
were purposefully simple so that the results would be broadly 
applicable. Thus, it is important to consider effects of simplifying 
assumptions on interpretation of model results. In simulations, the 
latent period (time between infection by a pathogen and onset of 
infectivity; 25) was fixed at 1 year. Similarly, the model(s) as-
sumed no incubation period (time between infection by a patho-
gen and onset of symptom expression; 25) as yields of infected 
plants declined immediately. Latent and incubation periods may 
vary from months to years (5,25,26) and the lengths of each 
period are likely to have important effects on pathogen spread 
and/or yield. For example, the time-scale over which removal of 
an infected plant is defined as “efficient” increases with latent 
period. Likewise, infected plants with a brief incubation period 
are likely to be removed sooner than infected plants with a 
protracted incubation period as infected plants with clear visual 
symptoms are more easily detected than asymptomatic plants. 

Latent periods for pathogens such as CTV, CSSV, and ‘Ca. 
Liberibacter spp.’ appear to be shorter than incubation periods 
(5,25,26,56). Accordingly, efficient removal of plants affected by 
CTV, HLB, and CSSV is hampered by the fact that plants may 
serve as an acquisition source before symptoms are apparent. 

In simulations with infected plants producing no useable yield 
(Y = 0.00), infected plants did not die and continued to act as 
inoculum sources for secondary pathogen spread until removed. 
In some cases, infected plants may die (4,22) or may be less 
attractive to vectors than healthy plants (20,42). For most vector 
transmitted pathogens, dead plants do not serve as a source of 
inocula. In such cases, plant death can be viewed as a form of 
roguing that does not require any action on the part of a grower. 
Simulations assuming that infected plants died within 4, 6, or  
10 years after infection were conducted using the multi-farm 
model (data not shown). Results indicated that roguing was more 
effective at suppressing pathogen spread as the average lifespan 
of infected plants decreased. 

For all simulations, infected plants were replaced on a plant-by-
plant basis. Specifically, the model simulated a scenario where 
farms were surveyed at the end of each year and if an infected 
plant was detected it was removed. However, alternative plant 
replacement rules could be considered. For example, Thresh and 
Owusu (56) advocated removing cocoa plants infected with 
CSSV and all plants immediately adjacent to an infected plant as 
plants neighboring infected plants are likely already infected but 
not symptomatic. In France, decisions concerning plant replace-
ment in peach orchards affected by Plum pox virus strain M 
depend on disease incidence (13). Specifically, with incidence 
<10%, individual infected trees were removed similar to simu-
lations presented in this study. However, with incidence >10%, 
entire orchards were removed. The model presented here is 
sufficiently flexible, that such plant replacement rules could be 
simulated and it is likely that evaluation of different plant replace-
ment rules may find that different approaches are more suitable 
under different conditions. 

Assumptions concerning inoculum sources for primary patho-
gen spread differed for the single farm and multi-farm models. 
The single farm model did not explicitly designate inoculum 
sources contributing to primary pathogen spread. Consequently, 
the single-farm model is suitable for considering spread of plant 
pathogens regardless of primary inoculum sources. In contrast, 
the multi-farm model explicitly designated inoculum sources as 
other farms producing the same crop. Accordingly, application of 
the results from the multi-farm model is more limited than those 
of the single farm model. However, the observation that efficacy 
of plant replacement decreased as percentage of unmanaged 
farms increased (Fig. 3) is likely to extend to situations where 
inoculum sources exist in other crops or noncrop habitats. For ex-
ample, on the North Coast of California (e.g., Napa and Sonoma 
counties), native plants in riparian habitats are important sources 
of primary inocula for spread of X. fastidiosa to grapevines by the 
blue-green sharpshooter (11,38,40). As roguing within riparian 
habitats is impractical, such habitats are equivalent to unmanaged 
farms. Accordingly, it is reasonable to expect the risk of primary 
pathogen spread into a vineyard to increase as the percentage of 
surrounding riparian areas increase. 

Conclusions. One of the challenges associated with managing 
the spread of invasive and/or rapidly spreading plant pathogens is 
that management strategies must often be implemented prior to or 
with limited field testing. For example, epidemics of Pierce’s 
disease in southern California in the late 1990s due to introduc-
tion of an exotic vector required immediate action (49,53). Simi-
larly, detection of the Asian citrus psyllid (primary vector of ‘Ca. 
Liberibacter spp.’) in 2008 (2) and an HLB-affected tree in 2012 
(3) in California required immediate action. For situations where 
immediate action is required, simulation models provide a trans-
parent and rigorous method for evaluating a wide range of man-
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agement tactics to gain insight into which strategies may be most 
effective at suppressing pathogen spread. The models presented 
here were purposefully simple so that they could be applied to a 
broad array of systems, with a specific goal of emphasizing the 
effects of rate of tree removal on the quantity of trees removed 
and ultimately yield. While roguing as a control strategy was 
emphasized, management is most likely to be successful when 
diverse tactics are applied. For example, roguing was more effec-
tive at suppressing pathogen spread with low rates of primary and 
secondary pathogen spread compared with simulations with high 
rates of primary and secondary pathogen spread (Figs. 2 and 3). 
For vector-transmitted pathogens, rates of pathogen spread are de-
pendent on factors affecting vector behavior (i.e., factors affecting 
vector movement among plants and transmission efficiency) and 
vector density (number of vectors per plant) (30,31,42,43). Thus, 
for vector-transmitted pathogens roguing/plant replacement is 
likely to be most successful when combined with vector manage-
ment strategies that reduce rates of primary and secondary patho-
gen spread. 
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